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Abstract: This study presents an application of a two-dimensional beach evolution model to a shoreline change problem at the Kızılırmak
River mouth, which has been facing severe coastal erosion problems for more than 20 years. The shoreline changes at the Kızılırmak River
mouth have been thus far investigated by satellite images, physical model tests, and one-dimensional numerical models. The current study uses
a two-dimensional depth-averaged numerical beach evolution model, developed based on existing methodologies. This model is mainly
composed of four main submodels: a phase-averaged spectral wave transformation model, a two-dimensional depth-averaged numerical wave-
induced circulationmodel, a sediment transportmodel, and a bottom evolutionmodel. To validate and verify the numericalmodel, it is applied to
several cases of laboratory experiments. Later, the model is applied to a shoreline change problem at the groin field to the east of the
Kızılırmak River mouth at the Bafra alluvial plain. The results of the numerical model agree with the existing laboratory and field
measurements. DOI: 10.1061/(ASCE)WW.1943-5460.0000243. © 2014 American Society of Civil Engineers.
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Introduction

Coastal erosion or accretion problems are among the major problems
that are faced by almost every country with kilometers of coastline. In
Turkey, the Bafra alluvial plain (Figs. 1 and 2), where the Kızılırmak
River discharges into the Black Sea, is one of the most critical ex-
amples of severe coastal erosion problems. The Bafra alluvial plain
(Kızılırmak Delta) is one of 13 sites in Turkey designated by the
Ramsar Convention as wetlands of international importance. It has
a surface area of 21,700 ha including dunes, beaches, shallow lakes,
seasonal marshes, and wooded areas. In recent years, eutrophication,
deforestation, illegal construction, and coastal erosion have become
increasingly problematic in the Kızılırmak coastal wetland (Kuleli
et al. 2011).

TheBafra alluvial plain is formed by theKızılırmak River, which
rises in the Eastern Anatolian Mountains, flows in a northwestern
direction, and discharges into the Black Sea. It is the longest river in
Turkey, with a length of 1,355 km, draining a basin of 74,515 km2

(Kökpınar et al. 2007). The amount of sediment carried by the
Kızılırmak River was 23.1million t/year until the 1960s, prior to any
flow regulatory structures, and decreased to 18 million t/year fol-
lowing the construction of Hirfanlı Dam in 1960. The river’s sed-
iment load was further reduced to approximately 0.46 million t/year

after the construction of the Altınkaya Dam in 1988 and the Derbent
Dam in 1991 (Hay 1994). This drastic decrease in the amount of
sediment carried by the Kızılırmak River resulted in a severe
shoreline retreat up to 1 km in the cross-shore direction since 1988
according to the Regional Directorate of State Hydraulic Works and
local residents (Kökpınar et al. 2007). Regarding the coastal erosion
problem at theBafra alluvial plain,Kuleli et al. (2011) focused on the
shoreline change rate analysis by automatic image analysis tech-
niques usingmultitemporal Landsat images and the digital shoreline
analysis system (DSAS) along five Ramsar wetlands of Turkey. For
the Kızılırmak Delta, they used satellite images for the years 1989,
1999, and 2009 and found a 16.1 m/year erosion rate for the
Kızılırmak Delta.

The first remedial measure against this severe coastal erosion
problem at the river mouth was constructed in 2000 by the State
Hydraulic Works (DS_I) based on the findings of physical and one-
dimensional mathematical model studies conducted at the Hydraulic
Model Laboratory of DS_I, in Ankara, Turkey (Kökpınar et al. 2007).
It was composed of two Y-type and one I-type groins constructed at
the eastern shoreline of the river mouth (Fig. 2). Ergin et al. (2006)
studied the shoreline changes around these structures with a one-
dimensional numerical shoreline change model, using the shoreline
measurements that DS_I collected in 1999 and 2003. After con-
struction of the first remedial system (two Y-type and one I-type
groins), the shoreline retreat slowed down between the groins, and
trapping of sediment was initiated. However, recession of the
shoreline caused by a reduced sediment supply and wave action
continued to the east. Two jetties were subsequently constructed at
the west and east sides of the river mouth between 2001 and 2004
to prevent seasonal closure of the river mouth. Subsequently, the
coastal defense system was extended with the construction of ad-
ditional I-type groins to prevent the collapse of a drainage channel
close to sea. Currently, the shoreline retreat persists further at the
downstream (east) of the defense system and threatens residential
and agricultural areas.

The shoreline changes at the Kızılırmak River mouth have been
investigated by satellite images, physical model tests, and one-
dimensional numerical models. This study is the first attempt at
two-dimensional (2D) modeling of the shoreline changes at the
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Kızılırmak River mouth. The current study uses a 2D depth-
averaged (2DH) numerical beach evolution model, developed
based on existing methodologies, to study both medium- (weeks to
months) and long-term (years to decades) beach evolution problems.
The model is composed of four main submodels. The first submodel
is a phase-averaged spectral wave transformation model based on
the energy balance equation to simulate wind wave transformation
processes around coastal defense structures and over arbitrary ba-
thymetries. The second submodel is a 2D depth-averaged numerical
wave-induced circulation model based on nonlinear shallow water
equations (NSWE) for the computation of wave-induced nearshore
current velocities and the changes in mean water levels. The third
submodel is a sediment transport model where the cross-shore and
longshore sediment transport rates are computed. The fourth sub-
model is a bottom evolution model that computes the changes in
the bottom topography caused by sediment transport under wave
action only. Available field measurements for the Kızılırmak River
mouth are limited to hourly average wind measurements, analyses
of sediment samples taken from study area, and shoreline mea-
surements collected by the DS_I. Therefore, to validate and verify the

numerical model prior to case study application, it is applied to
several cases of laboratory experiments of Wang et al. (2002) and
Gravens and Wang (2007), carried out at the Large-Scale Sediment
Transport Facility (LSTF) at the U.S. Army Engineer Research and
Development Center (ERDC) in Vicksburg, Mississippi. Following
the validation study, the model is applied to the selected case of
shoreline change at the groin field to the east of the Kızılırmak River
mouth between 1999 and 2003.

Model Development

To understand and predict temporal and spatial morphological changes
in coastal areas caused by the variation in the amount and direction
of cross-shore and longshore sediment transport (LST) rates, starting
from the 1950s until the present day, numerous researchers have
attempted tomodel nature both physically and numerically. Pelnard-
Considere (1956) introduced the one-line theory to predict shoreline
changes next to a groin, which was the initial step in numerical
modeling of beach evolution. This study has been followed bymany

Fig. 1. Location of the Bafra alluvial plain (© Google, Image Landsat, Data SIO, NOAA, U.S. Navy, NGA, GEBCO)

Fig. 2.Bafra alluvial plain and plan viewof the existing shore protection system at theKızılırmakRivermouth (©Google, Image©2013TerraMetrics,
© 2013 Basarsoft, Data SIO, NOAA, U.S. Navy, NGA, GEBCO, Image © 2013 DigitalGlobe)
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other studies [Hanson andKraus 1989; Dabees and Kamphuis 1998;
Danish Hydraulic Institute (DHI) 2001]. Şafak (2006), Artagan
(2006), Baykal (2006), and Esen (2007) studied one-line theory and
constructed a one-dimensional numerical shoreline change model
[numerical model for coastline-structure interaction (CSIM)], which
was applied to simulate shoreline changes observed at theKızılırmak
Rivermouth. Ergin et al. (2006), Güler et al. (2008), andBaykal et al.
(2012b) applied the same model in their studies to several examples
of shoreline change problems. Similarly, Arı et al. (2007) studied
the siltation problem around the Karaburun fishery harbor on the
southwest coast of the Black Sea with a one-line numerical model,
and the results were compared with satellite images.

Over the years, advances in computer technology and numerical
modeling techniques encouraged the development of more sophisti-
cated 2D and three-dimensional (3D) tools for the investigation of
morphological changes inmore detail comparedwith one-dimensional
models. As the name implies, 3D models solve the governing equa-
tions in three dimensions, demanding large computational capacities.
Therefore, such models are mostly preferable for short-term events
(hours to days) or small-scale morphological problems (a few hundred
squares meters). However, 2DH or 2D vertical (2DV)models demand
less computational capacities, allowing longer-term events or larger-
scale problems to be studied (Shimizu et al. 1996). Some of the re-
cent studies on 2DH modeling of beach evolution are Militello et al.
(2004), Buttolph et al. (2006), Bruneau et al. (2007), Roelvink et al.
(2009), and Nam et al. (2009, 2010).

Model Structure

The 2DHbeach evolution numericalmodel (COD) used in this study
is composed of four submodels: nearshore spectral wave model
(NSW), nearshore circulation model (NSC), sediment transport
model (SED), and bottom evolution model (EVO). The numerical
model COD is developed in MATLAB using finite-difference
schemes to the numerical solutions of the governing equations of
the submodels. The main inputs of the COD are the offshore or
nearshore wave conditions, the initial nearshore sea bottom and land
topographies (including coastal structures), and the controllingmodel
parameters based on case-specific conditions such as breaker index,
median grain size diameter, diffraction intensity parameter, and
turbulent eddy viscosity. The model structure is given in Fig. 3.

As shown in Fig. 3, the first step is to set the case-specific con-
trolling parameters, initial bathymetry, offshore wave conditions,

and grid and time spacing. The second step is to compute nearshore
wave heights, mean wave directions, maximum orbital velocities at
the bottom, and radiation stress terms for the given wave condition
around existing coastal defense structures over the initial irregular
bathymetry. The third step is to compute the growth and decay of
kinetic energies of surface rollers (vortices occurring in front of
breaking waves), the friction, and radiation terms obtained from
the outputs of the wave and surface roller models. Using these terms,
the time- and depth-averaged local nearshore wave-induced current
velocities and mean water level changes for the given wave con-
dition over the initial bathymetry are computed in this step. In the
fourth step, the computed nearshore current velocities and wave-
related parameters are used in the computation of depth-averaged
total sediment transport rates both in the cross-shore and longshore
directions. Finally, the computed sediment transport rates are used in
the continuity equation to update the bathymetry, and new bathy-
metry is used for the succeeding wave conditions.

NSW Model

The spectral wave model is a phase-averaged model, i.e., the vari-
ation of wave parameters within a wave period or during the time
series of irregular wave trains is disregarded. Offshore wave con-
ditions are assumed to be constant during the duration of the wave
condition, which might be selected as an hour or the duration of
a single storm or the occurrence in hours in a year from a particular
direction. To reduce the computational demand in the numerical
modeling of wave transformation, the energy distribution over the
frequency domain is disregarded, and the directional random waves
are represented with a single wave period only. Therefore, the
transfer of wave energy flux in frequency domain is not considered,
and the fact that the peak wave period of the random waves may
slightly vary as they approach the shore because of wave-wave
interactions is disregarded. The peak wave period is assumed to
be representative and constant. The directional spreading of the
waves is defined from 2p=2 to 1p=2, with a cosine power 2s
distribution given by Mitsuyasu et al. (1975). Wave transformation
over the arbitrary bathymetry and around structures considers linear
wave shoaling and refraction, depth-induced random wave break-
ing, and irregular wave diffraction processes only. The random
waves in the surf zone are assumed to possess a full Rayleigh
distribution, where the wave classes in the distribution greater than
a maximum depth limited wave height are assumed to be broken
(Baldock et al. 1998; Janssen and Battjes 2007). Wave-current and
wave-wave interactions are not considered in the computations.
Wave reflection from shore or from coastal structures, dissipation
caused by bottom friction, white-capping (i.e., steepness controlled
dissipation in deep water) and bottom vegetation, transfer of wind
energy, and Coriolis effects are also not considered in the wave
transformation computations.

TheNSWmodel solves the energy balance equation, which gives
the variation of the energy flux at every location over an arbitrary
bathymetry and in angular domain. Mase (2001) gives the energy
balance equation with the additional terms for breaking and dif-
fraction as

∂ðvxSÞ
∂x

þ ∂
�
vyS

�
∂y

þ ∂ðvuSÞ
∂u

¼ Db2Dd (1)

where S5 directional wave spectral density (in m2=rad) that varies
in x and y horizontal coordinates (cross-shore and longshore
directions, respectively; Fig. 4) and with respect to u, the angle
measured counterclockwise from the x-axis; Db 5 dissipation rate
caused by random wave breaking; and Dd 5 diffraction term

Fig. 3. Numerical model structure
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introduced by Mase (2001) based on the parabolic mild-slope
equation (Radder 1979). The propagation velocities (vx, vy, vu)
are given as �

vx, vy
� ¼ �

Cg cos u, Cg sin u
�

(2)

vu ¼ Cg

C

�
sin u ∂C

∂x
2 cos u ∂C

∂y

�
(3)

where Cg 5 group velocity; and C 5 wave celerity (both in m/s),
both of which are computed using the small amplitude wave theory.
The wave diffraction term, Dd , is given as

Dd ¼ k
2v

h�
CCg cos

2 u × Sy
�
y2

1
2
CCg cos

2 u × Syy
i

(4)

where kð$0Þ5 diffraction intensity parameter stated to be equal to
2.5 by Mase (2001) in the absence of field or laboratory data for the
intensity of wave diffraction; and v 5 angular wave frequency.

The dissipation of wave energy flux caused by random wave
breaking in the numerical model is described with the method given
by Janssen and Battjes (2007), which is based on the method pro-
posed by Baldock et al. (1998). In this method, the distribution of
random waves in the surf zone is assumed to be a full Rayleigh
distribution with a weighting function that assumes the waves
greater than a maximum depth limited wave height are broken. The
given method satisfies that the fraction of broken waves cannot
exceed unity at the shoreline even for steep beaches, where there is
not enough time for all the incident wave energy to be dissipated, and
an unsaturated breaking condition exists. The dissipation rate of
wave energy flux (Db) caused by random wave breaking is given as

Db ¼ B
3

ffiffiffiffi
p

p
16

f
H3
rms

h

(
1þ 4

3
ffiffiffiffi
p

p
"�

Hb

Hrms

�3
þ 3
2

�
Hb

Hrms

�#

� exp

"
2

�
Hb

Hrms

�2#
2 erf

�
Hb

Hrms

�)
(5)

where B 5 tunable parameter to control the intensity of the dissi-
pation (taken as unity); Hrms 5 RMS wave height at water depth h;
erf5 error function; andHb 5maximum depth-limited wave height
(Hb 5 gbh), where gb is the breaker index. The f in this equation is
defined as the representative wave frequency by Janssen and Battjes
(2007), and it is assumed to be equal to the peak frequency fp in this
study.

The arbitrary bathymetry is discretized using a Cartesian co-
ordinate system where x is the cross-shore direction and y is the
longshore direction. Similarly, the angular domain of the spectral
density is discretized into finite angular grids. In the numerical

solution of Eq. (1), the first-order backward in the x-direction and the
first-order centered scheme in the y-direction and angular domains
are used, yielding an explicit upwinding scheme in the cross-shore
direction and an implicit scheme for the unknown density com-
ponents in the longshore direction and angular domain. Three types
of boundary conditions are used in the solution: offshore, open sea,
and dissipative beach boundary conditions. The offshore boundary
condition is the Dirichlet type where the offshore wave conditions
are defined. The open sea boundary condition is the Neumann type
where the water depth is greater than a minimumwater depth (hmin).
The dissipative beach boundary condition (dry points: land, islands,
and structures) is applied at the grid cells where the water depth is
less than hmin at any location of the computational area. The spectral
densities at the dissipative boundaries are assumed to be equal to
zero. No specific boundary condition is applied at reflective bound-
aries such as coastal structures or steep beaches. The wave reflection
from coastal structures or steep beaches is neglected.

NSC Model

Nearshore local current velocities and mean water level changes
are computed, solving the 2D depth-averaged NSWE. The vertical
structure of cross-shore current velocities is disregarded. Thus, un-
dertow in the surf zone,which significantly affects the bar formation,
is not taken into consideration. This assumption limits the model
applicability where the cross-shore movement of sediments governs
the morphological changes such as short-term events. In the surf
zone, part of the dissipated wave energy caused by wave breaking is
assumed to be used in the growth and decay of kinetic energies of
surface rollers. Effects of surface rollers both in the cross-shore and
longshore directions are included in the nearshore circulation
computations. Effects of tidal, wind, and Coriolis terms are dis-
regarded, because the effects of such mechanisms are often negli-
gible compared with wave forcing over small- to medium-scale
areas, respectively (up to tens of kilometers). In the numerical
model, the NSWEs are solved until reaching a steady-state solution
for a given wave condition, during which the nearshore wave con-
ditions over the computational domain are assumed to be constant.
The NSWEs are given as

∂h
∂t

þ ∂
∂x

½uðhþ hÞ� þ ∂
∂y

½vðhþ hÞ� ¼ 0 (6)

∂u
∂t

þ u ∂u
∂x

þ v ∂u
∂y

þ g
∂h
∂x

þ 1
rðhþ hÞ ðtbx þ FxÞ2Ax ¼ 0 (7)

∂v
∂t

þ u ∂v
∂x

þ v ∂v
∂y

þ g
∂h
∂y

þ 1
rðhþ hÞ

�
tby þ Fy

�
2Ay ¼ 0 (8)

Fig. 4. Coordinate system used in the numerical model (adapted from Mase 2001)
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where t 5 time (s); u and v 5 depth-averaged current velocities in
the x- and y-directions, respectively, h5 change in mean sea level;
h5water depth from still water level; r5 density ofwater (typically
taken as r5 1,025 kg=m3 for salt water and r5 1,000 kg=m3 for
fresh water); g5 gravitational acceleration (g5 9:81m=s2); tbx and
tby 5 bottom shear stresses; Fx and Fy 5 sum of radiation stresses
and stresses acting on the water body caused by surface rollers; and
Ax and Ay 5 lateral mixing stresses. The Fx and Fy terms are the
governing stress terms in this set of equations. Goda (2010) gives the
wave-induced stress terms, Fx and Fy, as

Fx ¼
��

∂Sxx
∂x

þ ∂Sxy
∂y

�
þ ∂
∂x

�
2Esr cos

2u
�þ ∂

∂y
�
Esr sin 2u

��
(9)

Fy ¼
��

∂Syx
∂x

þ ∂Syy
∂y

�
þ ∂
∂x

�
Esr sin 2u

�þ ∂
∂y

�
2Esr sin

2u
��

(10)

where Sxx, Sxy, Syx, and Syy 5 radiation stress terms; Esr 5 kinetic
energy of the surface roller; and u 5 mean approach angle with
respect to the x-axis, positive in counterclockwise direction. Tajima
andMadsen (2003) give the kinetic energy of the surface rollers (Esr)
with the following equation:

Esr ¼ rAsrC
2T

(11)

where Asr 5 surface roller area; C 5 wave celerity; and T 5 wave
period. The evolution of the kinetic energy of surface roller over an
arbitrary bathymetry is given as

arg

�
∂
∂x

�
m0Cg cos u

�þ ∂
∂y

�
m0Cg sin u

��

þ
�
∂
∂x

�
EsrC cos u

�þ ∂
∂y

�
EsrC sin u

�� ¼ 2
KsrEsrC

h
(12)

where a 5 energy transfer coefficient (varies between 0 and 1)
controlling the transferred energy to the surface roller; m0 5 total
wave energy density; andKsr 5 energy dissipation rate of the surface
roller. Tajima and Madsen (2003) relate the Ksr to the bottom slope
(m) as follows:

Ksr ¼ 3
8
ð0:3þ 2:5mÞ (13)

In the numerical model, the bottom shear stress terms, tbx and tby, are
computed with the following equations given by Longuet-Higgins
(1970) because of their simplicity in use compared with many other
expressions:

tbx ¼ 4
p
× r × cf × u × u0 (14)

tby ¼ 2
p
× r × cf × v × u0 (15)

In these equations, cf 5 friction coefficient varying between 0.005
and 0.010, u and v 5 depth-averaged wave-induced current veloc-
ities; andu05maximumhorizontal orbital velocity at the sea bottom.
The lateral mixing terms, Ax and Ay, in the x- and y-directions, re-
spectively, are given with the following equations:

Ax ¼ ∂
∂x

�
m
∂u
∂x

�
þ ∂
∂y

�
m
∂u
∂y

�
(16)

Ay ¼ ∂
∂x

�
m
∂v
∂x

�
þ ∂
∂y

�
m
∂v
∂y

�
(17)

where m 5 turbulent eddy viscosity term. Goda (2006) compares
the effect of the available expressions for turbulent eddy viscosity
(Longuet-Higgins 1970; Battjes 1975; Larson and Kraus 1991) on
the cross-shore profiles of longshore currents on planar beaches and
recommends the empirical expression given by Larson and Kraus
(1991) for practical applications

m ¼ Lu0Hrms (18)

where L 5 empirical constant taking values between 0.1 and 3.0
(Ding et al. 2006).

In the numerical solution of Eq. (12), an implicit finite difference
scheme is used. At the offshore boundary condition, Esr is assumed
to be equal to zero as the random wave breaking has not started yet.
At the lateral (open sea) boundaries, the rates of change of Esr in the
x- and y-directions are assumed to be constant. At dry points, where
the water depth is less than hmin, Esr is assumed to be equal to zero
again.

In the numerical solution ofNSWE, an explicit scheme of the two
time step, Lax and Wendroff (1960) finite-difference method on
a staggered grid system is used (Burkardt 2010). The steady state is
controlled with user-defined tolerance values for each unknown
parameter. To satisfy the numerical stability, the time step (Dt) is
defined with the following expression for 2D rectangular grids
(Syme 1991):

Dt#
minðDx,DyÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2gmaxðhÞp (19)

where Dx and Dy 5 grid spaces in the x- and y-directions, respec-
tively; and h 5 water depth (positive for wet points).

As for the boundary conditions, at the offshore boundary, the
mean water level is set to zero. At the offshore and open sea
boundaries, the velocity component gradients are set to zero. At the
dry cells, u, v, and h are assumed to be equal to zero. Moreover, at
the wet cells neighboring dry cells such as shoreline or the wet cells
around structures, and the wet cells with a very steep bottom slope
(e.g., bottom slopes steeper than 1:10), u, v, and h are assumed to be
the average of the values of the neighboring cells to overcome the
instability problems close to the structures and the moving boundary
condition at the shoreline.

SED Model

The SED model computes the local sediment transport rates under
the action of wind waves over the arbitrary bathymetry. Sediment
transport rates are computed for noncohesive sediments and are
phase averaged. Therefore, the presence of phase shift between
sediment and water motions is not considered. The asymmetry in
the oscillatory flow, mostly noticeable outside the surf zone under
relatively calm weather conditions, is also disregarded. In this
study, for the computation of sediment transport rates, the Wata-
nabe (1992) formulation is used. The method is based on the shear
stress concept that the total load both in cross-shore and longshore
directions (qtotal,x and qtotal,y in bulk volume including pores) is
proportional to the residual between the mean bed shear stress
under wave-current field (tb,cw) over a wave cycle and the critical
bed shear stress (tcr) that is required to mobilize the sediment
grains at the sea bed
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qtotal,x ¼
A ×

�
tb,cw 2 tcr

�
× u

r × g
(20)

qtotal,y ¼
A ×

�
tb,cw 2 tcr

�
× v

r × g
(21)

The empirical parameter (A) in these equations is given as 0.5 for
monochromatic waves and 2.0 for random waves. The current
velocities u and v are the depth-averaged wave-induced current
velocities in the cross-shore and longshore directions. The critical
shear stress for incipient motion is given as

tcr ¼ ðrs 2 rÞ × g × d50 × ucr (22)

where rs and r 5 densities of sediment grains and water, respec-
tively; g5 gravitational acceleration; d50 5median grain diameter;
and ucr 5 critical Shields parameter (Fredsoe and Deigaard 1994).
Bijker (1971) gives the mean bed shear stress over a wave cycle as

tb,cw ¼ 1
T

ðT
0

tcw × dt� tc þ 1
2
tw,max (23)

where T 5 wave period; tc 5 bed shear stress caused by steady
current uc; and tw,max 5maximum bed shear stress caused by waves
only. The bed shear stress caused by depth-averaged wave-induced
resultant current (uc) is given as

tc ¼ 1
8
r × fc × ðucÞ2 (24)

where fc 5 current friction factor computed using Van Rijn (1989).
The maximum bed shear stress caused by waves is given by

tw,max ¼ 1
2
r × fw × ðu0Þ2 (25)

where fw 5 wave friction factor computed using Nielsen (1992).

EVO Model

In the EVO model, the gradients of the computed local total sedi-
ment transport rates both in the longshore and cross-shore directions
are used to the compute the bed level changes in time. The depth
change in time can be given with the following continuity equation:

hnþ1 ¼ hn þ Dtm ×
�
∂qtotal,x
∂x

þ ∂qtotal,y
∂y

�
(26)

whereDtm5 time step used in the bottom evolution; qtotal,x and qtotal,y
5 phase-averaged local total sediment transport rates in terms of
bulk volume transported per unit area at the cell; and Dx and Dy are
the grid spacing in the x- and y-directions, respectively.

To take the bottom avalanching (sand slide) into account, an al-
gorithm based on Buttolph et al. (2006) and Roelvink et al. (2009) is
followed. After every morphological time step (Dtm), for all cells, the
bottom slopes in four directions (in positive and negative x- and
y-directions) with the neighboring cells are computed. Starting from
the bottom slope in the negative x-direction in the clockwise direction,
the four bottom slopes are checked. If one of the four bottom slopes is
greater than or equal to the user-defined critical slope and the other
three slopes, the avalanching is assumed to take place in the direction

of the steepest slope, and the water depths and the bottom slopes are
recomputed. This control process is repeated iteratively until all the
critical slopes are eliminated and thewater depths, where avalanching
took place, are re-evaluated for the respective morphological time
step. In the bottom evolution computations, nonerodible bottoms are
disregarded. The overall beach area, where the sediment transport
rates are computed (all the wet points and the wet-dry boundary), is
assumed to be eroded infinitely until the end of the simulation and
there exists no hard substrate under the surface of the bathymetry.

Model Validation

LSTF Movable Bed Experiments

In the first part of the model validation, the data sets of the labo-
ratory experiments conducted at the LSTF at the U.S. Army ERDC
(Wang et al. 2002; Gravens and Wang 2007) are used. The
experiments are carried out on a movable bed with well-sorted
quartz sand having amedian grain size (d50) of 0.15mm for various
flow andwave conditions. The beach profiles constructed are based
on the equilibrium profiles of the incident wave conditions and
sediment properties. In this study, the measurements of the Test 1,
Case 1; Test 3, Case 1; Test 5, Case 1; and Test 6 fromWang et al.
(2002) and Test BC1 fromGravens andWang (2007) are used. The
data sets of Wang et al.’s (2002) experiments are obtained from the
website of the Coastal andHydraulics Laboratory of the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers (URL-1) and Smith (2006). The alongshore
locations of measurements are shown in Fig. 5. The offshore
breakwater shown in Fig. 5, between the Y22 and Y26 sections,
does not exist in the experiments Test 1, Case 1; Test 3, Case 1; Test
5, Case 1; and Test 6 (Wang et al. 2002) and Test BC1 (Gravens and
Wang 2007). It only exists in the set of experiments onmorphology
changes around headland structures conducted by Gravens and
Wang (2007), which is covered in the following section.

During the experiments, nearshore wave heights, longshore
current velocities, the meanwater elevations, and the total longshore
sediment fluxes are measured across the bathymetry at several
alongshore locations (from Y14 to Y38). In the selected experi-
ments, no external longshore current is applied to the incident wave
conditions, and only the wave-induced currents are present. The
acoustic-Doppler velocitimeters (ADVs) are set at elevations ap-
proximately one third of the water depth above the bed. The cross-
shore distribution of total longshore sediment fluxes are measured
with the use of sediment traps at the downstream end of the beach.
The mean approach angles in front of wave pistons (offshore) for all
experiments are given as 10�. The data used in the comparisons are
the average of the measured data between Sections Y14 and Y38. In
the numerical model, the bottom friction coefficient (cf ), the eddy
viscosity constant (L), and the energy transfer coefficient (a) are
taken as 0.015, 0.50, and 0.5, respectively. The computed and
measuredHs, h, and V for Test 5, Case 1 and Test 6 are presented in
Figs. 6 and 7, respectively,where the computed nearshore significant
wave heights with the wave model are denoted by NSW, and the
computed mean water elevations and longshore current velocities
with the circulation model are denoted by NSC. For the LSTF
movable bed experiments, where the waves are unidirectional
random waves, the A parameter in Eq. (21) is set to 1.0 (Nam et al.
2009). The computed and measured local total longshore sediment
fluxes (qtotal,y) in bulk volumes (m3=year=m) for Test 5, Case 1 and
Test 6 are given in Fig. 8.

From comparisons of themodel results with the measurements, it
is found that the mean absolute percent errors for significant wave
heights, longshore current velocities, and mean water elevations are
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within 3.8–8.2, 19–42, and 4.4–66%, respectively. The overall
performance of the Watanabe (1992) approach is found to be within
the acceptable limits in terms of sediment transport rate computa-
tions. Baykal et al. (2012a) reports that 77% of the predicted data lie

within a factor of 0.25–4.0 of the measured values, with a mean
absolute percent error of 56%. The major deviations from the
measured values are observed for the plunging wave cases (T3-C1
and T6). The abrupt changes in wave heights are observed close to

Fig. 5. The plan view of the LSTF and alongshore locations of measurements (data from Wang et al. 2002; Gravens and Wang 2007)

Fig. 6.Measured and computed significant wave heights (Hs), meanwater elevations (h), and longshore current velocities (V) for T5-C1 (Hs 5 0:16m
and Tp 5 1:5 s) (data from Wang et al. 2002)

Fig. 7.Measured and computed significant wave heights (Hs), meanwater elevations (h), and longshore current velocities (V) for T6 (Hs 5 0:19m and
Tp 5 3:0 s) (data from Wang et al. 2002)
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bar locations because of maximized dissipation rates of breaking
waves. For the spilling breaker cases (T1-C1, T5-C1, and Test BC1),
the differences between themeasured and predictedflux values close
to the swash zone (at the shoreline from the limit of wave run-down
to the limit of wave run-up) might be because of the fact that the
increased sediment concentrations and the net transport resulting
from onshore-offshore sediment movements in this zone are not
covered in the sediment model. The details of a comparative study
are given in Baykal (2012) and Baykal et al. (2012a).

LSTF Experiments on Morphology Changes around
Headland Structures: Test 1, Case 1

Gravens and Wang (2007) carried out a series of experiments in the
LSTF basin at ERDC to generate data sets to be used in the validation
of predictive numerical models for the morphology changes around
headland type structures (T-head groin and offshore breakwater). The
experiments are carried out on a movable bed with well-sorted quartz
sand having a median grain size (d50) of 0.15 mm. In this study, the
measurements of the first case (Case 1) of the second series of ex-
periments (Test 1) are used. The Test 1 experiment is composed of
eight separate runs of approximately 190 min each on a natural beach
with a 4-m-long impermeable rubble-mound breakwater. The crest of

the breakwater is 0.3 m above still water level. It is centrally located
in the alongshore direction of the model beach and positioned 4 m
offshore of the initial shoreline (between alongshore position Y5 22m
and Y 5 26m and at cross-shore position X5 7m, 4m offshore of
the initial shoreline position at X5 3m; Fig. 3). During Test 1, Case 1
(first 185 min), wave and current conditions and the bottom to-
pography before and after the run were measured at 13 cross-shore
transects as shown (alongshore positions 14, 18, 30, 34, and at 1-m
intervals between alongshore positions 20 and 28) using the same
equipment as in the Test BC1 experiment where no structures exist.

The experimental wave conditions for Test 1, Case 1 are the same
as those for Test BC1 (Gravens and Wang 2007). The significant
wave height measured in front of the wave pistons is approximately
0.23m, the peak period is 1.46 s, and thewave pistonsmake an angle
of 10� with the shoreline. The breaker index is taken as gbr 5 0:78.
The controlling parameters are taken as the same as the values used
in Test BC1. The measured bathymetries before and after Test 1,
Case 1 are discretized to 0:23 0:2-m rectangular grids from Y14 to
Y34 and from X5 1:6 to X5 21:4, where the offshore gauges are
located. The diffraction intensity parameter is taken as k5 2:5 for
the run. The computed and measured significant wave heights are
given in Fig. 9. The computed nearshore current field and the
measured average current velocities are given in Fig. 10. For the

Fig. 8. (a) Measured and computed local total sediment transport rates (qtotal,y) for T5-BC1; (b) measured and computed local total sediment transport
rates (qtotal,y) for T6 (data from Wang et al. 2002)

(b)(a)

Fig. 9. (a) Plan view of computed significant wave height contours (Hs) for Test 1, Case 1; (b) cross-sectional views of measured and computed
significant wave heights (Hs) for Test 1, Case 1 (data from Gravens and Wang 2007)
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computation of the sediment transport rates, the Watanabe (1992)
total distributed load formulation (A5 1) is used. The computed and
measured bathymetry after 185 min is given in Fig. 11.

As seen in Fig. 9, the computed significant wave heights are in
agreement with the measurements, and the mean absolute percent
error formore than 120measurement points is found to be 8.7%. The
wave height contours in the lee of the offshore breakwater has a shift
toward the downstream of the basin (Y14) as expected because of
the oblique wave approach in the experiment. Fig. 10 shows that
the computed current field is qualitatively in agreement with the
measured current velocities (bold arrows). The separation of theflow
field at the upstream end of the breakwater (Y26) and the general
trend in the current field are represented well in the model result. In
addition, the diverted flow at the downstream end of the structure
(Y22) slows down and creates a return flow directed to the lee of the
structure, which might also be expected for such structures. These
return flow conditions directed to the lee of the structure or slowed
down flows are the governing mechanisms in the formation of
salients and tombolos behind headland-type structures. The mean
absolute percent errors for the longshore and cross-shore current
velocities are found to be 42 and 96%, respectively. The bias in the
longshore current velocities is in accordance with the bias found in
a previous validation study carried out for the tests without any
structure. The high percent bias, especially in the cross-shore ve-
locities, is mainly caused by the damping effect of the boundary
condition applied at wet cells with very steep bottom slopes close to
the structure and the fact that the vertical structure of the current
velocity profile is not resolved within the model. Despite the high
bias in the cross-shore velocities, it is seen in Fig. 11 that the
computed bottom contour lines by the CODmodel are in agreement
with the measurements qualitatively reflecting the typical beach
evolution pattern behind an offshore breakwater. As seen in Fig. 10,
the longshore current velocities, in general, are stronger in mag-
nitude compared with the cross-shore current velocities. Therefore,
the morphological changes are mostly dominated by the LST gra-
dients, which explains the qualitative agreement between the
computed and measured bottom contours. The progress of shoreline
toward the structure with a shift toward upstream and erosion of
beach at downstream end, changes in the contour lines of 0.05 and

0.10 m in accordance with the measured bathymetry, and the ini-
tiation of scour at the upstream end of the breakwater are the
prominent results of the numericalmodel. The computed bathymetry
is also quantitatively compared with the measurements. The mean
absolute percent error between computed and measured bathyme-
tries within20.04 (land) and 0.3 m (sea bottom) elevations is found
to be approximately 15%.

Case Study: Coastal Erosion at the Kızılırmak
River Mouth

Following the validation studies, the numerical model is applied to
the shoreline change at theKızılırmak River mouth between the east
groin and the first Y-type groin for the years 1999–2003, where the
bottom topography measurements were assumed to be more ac-
curate. The corresponding shoreline global positioning system
(GPS) measurements for the dates in April 1999 and January 2003
were provided by the regional directorate of the DS_I (Fig. 12). The
nearshore bathymetry for the groin field is approximated from
the bottom contours measured on April 25, 2004, by DS_I and the
navigation maps of the Navigation, Hydrography, and Oceanog-
raphy Department of Turkish Naval Forces (SHODB). The near-
shore bottom slope is approximately 1:65 between the shoreline and
10 m water depth. In the computations, the nearshore bathymetry is
discretized to a rectangular grid with 20-m grid spacing both in the
cross-shore and longshore directions. The nearshore bathymetry
used in the study is given in Fig. 13.

Wave Climate Study

To determine thewave climate at the region between 1999 and 2002,
a wave hindcasting study was performed using the hourly average
wind data measured at 10 m above ground level by the Sinop Me-
teorological Station. The wind data are obtained from the General
Directorate ofMeteorologicalAffairs (DM_IGM). The location of the
river mouth is open to waves approaching from a wide directional
sector between the west and east-southeast (ESE). The effective
fetch distances for the directions in this directional sector are de-
termined from the navigation maps of the SHODB. In the com-
putation of effective fetch distances, for each direction, the effective
generation area is considered as a sector from 222.5 to 122.5�,
totally covering an area of 45�, with 7.5� intervals (USACE 1984).
The effective fetch directions and distances are shown in Fig. 14.

Fig. 10.Vectorial representation of the measured (bold) and computed
(thin) nearshore currentfield (u and v) by theNSCmodel for Test 1, Case
1 (data from Gravens and Wang 2007)

Fig. 11. Measured (dashed) and computed bottom (continuous line)
topography by the COD model after 185 min for Test 1, Case 1 (data
from Gravens and Wang 2007)
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Using the effective fetch distances and thewinddata obtained from
Sinop Coastal Meteorological Station, deep water wave parameters
(Hs0, deep water significant wave height; Ts, significant wave period)
are obtained for storms occurring during 1999–2002 by using the
numerical model, developed at theMiddle East Technical University,
Department of Civil Engineering, Ocean Engineering Research
Center (Ergin and Özhan 1986; Ergin et al. 2008, 2009). In the wave
hindcast study, the threshold value for the hourly wind velocities that
would separate the individual storms is taken as 3 m=s.

The characteristic deep water wave steepness value (Hs0=L0), the
ratio of deep water significant wave height (Hs0) to the corre-
sponding deepwater wavelength (L0), for the project area is obtained
as 0.04 from deep water significant wave heights and corresponding
deep water wave lengths of each individual storm (L0 5 gT2

s =2p,

where Ts is the deep water significant wave period and g is gravi-
tational acceleration in m=s2). Regarding the wave steepness, Özhan
and Abdalla (1999b) give the deep water significant wave steepness
value for the closest location (41.75�N, 35.90�E) to Bafra at around
0.035 based on the wave hindcast studies for 1976–1995 obtained
from the wind field database of the European Center for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) for the Black Sea covering
the dates September 1, 1991, to July 31, 1999; the hourly average
wind charts of several Turkish Meteorological Stations (between
1976 and 1995), andmeasurements of Project onWaveClimatology
of the Turkish Coasts: Measurements, Analysis and Modeling
(NATO TU-WAVES) (Özhan et al. 1995; Özhan and Abdalla
1999a). Similarly, Ergin and Özhan (1986) give the deep water
significant wave steepness value for the closest location to Bafra,
which is Çatalzeytin, at around 0.043–0.045, based on available
hourly average wind measurements (between 1969 and 1984) and
synoptic charts (between 1976 and 1984). Such a high steepness
value is one of the characteristics of the short waves in the Black Sea
caused by short fetch distances. The hindcast wave heights for 1999–
2002 are classified in 0.40-m ranges, and the cumulative number of
occurrences of each wave height class is plotted on semilog
graphical paper (Şafak 2006). The cumulative exceedance proba-
bility of deep water significant wave height, Hs0, is given as

Qð.Hs0Þ ¼ exp½ðHs02BÞ=A�� (27)

where Qð.Hs0Þ 5 cumulative exceedance probability of a deep
water significant wave height (Hs0). This equation indicates that if
data points corresponding to Hs0 and Qð.Hs0Þ are plotted on
semilog graphical paper [Hs0 on normal and Qð.Hs0Þ on loga-
rithmic scales], they should lie on a straight linewith a slope ofA� and
intercept of B when Qð.Hs0Þ is the horizontal axis.

In the preparation of annual wave data input for the numerical
model, the long-term statistics carried out for each direction are used
to determine the best representative wave data set for the site and the
shortest in terms of computational load. The representative deep
water significant heights (Hrs,0 in meters) of waves coming from all
directions, their significant periods (Ts in seconds), and annual
occurrence durations (Dt in hours) are calculated using (Güler 1997;
Güler et al. 1998; Şafak 2006)

Hrs,0 ¼
PðPi ×HiÞP

Pi
(28)

where Hi 5 wave height; and Pi 5 occurrence probability of wave
height Hi. Occurrence probability (Pi) of wave height (Hi) is com-
puted by using the corresponding occurrence durations within the
given range as follows:

Pi ¼ QðHi2 kÞ2QðHi þ kÞ (29)

where Q 5 exceedance probability; and k 5 assigned range to
compute occurrence probability. In Table 1, the seasonal wave data
input for themodel consisting of representative wave heights (Hrs,0),
corresponding periods (Ts), and seasonal occurrence durations (Dt)
from all directions is presented.

As shown inTable 1, the highest occurrences of waves within the
range of 2.8-mwave height are from thewest-northwest (WNW) and
northwest (NW).

Numerical Modeling Study

In the application of the CODmodel to the site, themedian grain size
diameter (d50) is taken as 0.23 mm (Kökpınar et al. 2007). It is also

Fig. 12.Measured shoreline positions in 1999 (continuous line) and in
2003 (dashed line) at theKızılırmakRivermouth between the EastGroin
and Y-type Groin 1 plan view (DS_I; dimensions are in meters)

Fig. 13. Initial nearshore bathymetry (1999) used in theCODmodel for
the groin field at the Kızılırmak river mouth (DS_I; dimensions are in
meters)
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assumed that the controlled flow regime of the Kızılırmak River by
theflow regulation structures does not affect the nearshorewaves.As
the amount of sediment carried by the river has been decreased
significantly because of flow regulation structures, it is assumed that
no sediment is carried by the river in the computations. Because no
wave and current measurements for the study area exist, all the
controlling model parameters (e.g., bottom friction, lateral mixing)
are taken as typical values given in the literature. Thewave data input
(Table 1) used in the simulation is limited toWNW, NW, and north-
northwest (NNW)waves to decrease the computation time. The wave
data order is given from WNW to NNW. The directional spreading
for the deep water waves is taken as smax 5 10 for wind waves.

The sea level variations of the Black Sea, where semidiurnal tides
are dominant with a spring tidal range of 8–12 cm, have been largely
controlled by a seasonal variation (interannual change) of 20–40 cm
maximum in June (Alpar 2009; Vigo et al. 2005; Bondar 2007). The
interdecadal sea level variations have a period of 30 years and are
in the order of 16 cm (Trifonova and Grudeva 2002). The sea level
variations produced by the atmospheric pressure changes or by
sudden changes of wind direction could reach 10–20 cmwith periods
of 1–5 h (Bondar 2007). Both in theNSC andNSWcomputations, the
effects of sea level variations caused by tides, seasonal changes,
atmospheric pressure changes, and sudden changes of wind direction
are disregarded. Therefore, no boundary forcing to consider such
variations is applied, as the long-term effects of these variations on the

morphology would cancel out within the respective duration of the
numerical study. The morphological time step is taken as 1 min.
The computed significant wave and current fields and the change
in the bottom topography are given in Figs. 15–17.

In Fig. 15, it can be seen that the wave model NSW is capable of
describing some of the basic and expected physical concepts at the
study area such as increasedwave heights at the tips of the structures,
turning of waves from the tips of structures, and the refraction and
diffraction patterns. The depth averaged current field, presented in
Fig. 16, is directed toward the east, and the current velocities at the
eastern side of the Y-groin are less in magnitude compared with
the western side of the groin as expected. The controlling model
parameters are taken as typical values as given in the literature, and
a detailed calibration study for the determination of such parameters
could not be made because of the lack of field data of wave and
current measurements. Fig. 17 shows that the computed shoreline
change between the east groin and Y-type Groin 1 is qualitatively in

Fig. 14. Wave directions and fetch distances for Bafra region (© Google, Image Landsat, Data SIO, NOAA, U.S. Navy, NGA, GEBCO)

Table 1. Annual Representative Wave Heights, Corresponding Periods,
and Occurrence Durations from All Directions

Directions Hrs,0 (m) Ts (s) Dt (h)

W 3.60 7.62 2.4
WNW 2.77 6.68 196.1
NW 2.83 6.76 144.7
NNW 2.92 6.87 50.4
N 2.44 6.27 0.4
NNE 2.57 6.44 4.2
NE 3.06 7.03 3.5
ENE 2.76 6.68 9.9
E 2.90 6.84 3.3
ESE 2.52 6.38 6.5

Fig. 15. Significant wave height contours (Hs; m) and the vectorial
representation of the wave orthogonals for the WNW waves
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agreement with the measured shoreline. The computed shoreline
along the western part of Groin 1 also shows the superiority of 2D
models over the typical one-line models for the cases of shoreline
changes around complex geometry. As the sediment is accreted in
this region, the shoreline reaches to the western arm of the Y-shaped
groin, which acts as a seaward border, and the shoreline further
progress to thewest, similar to a tombolo formation. Such a shoreline
change in one-line models could only be simulated with special
treatment of boundary conditions and by adjustment of wave field
and sediment transport rates inside the diffraction zone, resulting in
more parameterization and calibration to achieve reasonable results.
For such a straightforward implementation of the numericalmodel to
a case study with a limited amount of field data, it could be said that
the numerical model, COD, reflects the physical concepts well and
the model results are in agreement with the measurements both
qualitatively and quantitatively.

Conclusion

This study attempts, for thefirst time, to investigate the coastal erosion
problem at theKızılırmak River mouth, in the Bafra alluvial plain, by
means of 2D beach evolutionmodeling. This severe erosion problem,
which has been present formore than 20years,was studied by satellite
images, physical model tests, and one-dimensional numerical models.
In the study, a 2DH numerical beach evolution model is used. The
model was developed based on existing methodologies to study both
medium- (weeks to months) and long-term (years to decades) beach
evolution problems. The numerical model differs from other 2DH
beach evolution models in that it uses a directional spectrum without
a frequency domain to decrease the computational load and the
random wave breaking method proposed by Janssen and Battjes
(2007) because of its easy implementation. The model is success-
fully applied to several data sets of laboratory experiments of Wang
et al. (2002) and Gravens and Wang (2007). Following these val-
idation studies, the beach evolution model is applied to the shoreline
change problem at the Kızılırmak River mouth.Within the boundaries
of the study area and considering the level of detail of the availablefield
data, the numerical model results are in agreement with the meas-
urements. The overall performance of the numerical model is
promising in that it may be used in investigating similar problems, e.g.,
ongoing erosion problems at the adjacent shores of the river mouth.
The model needs to be developed further to enhance the applicability
of the model to more complex bathymetries and various cases of
combinations of coastal structures and acquiremorenumerically stable
solutions. To further develop themodel, several major steps need to be
performed: enhancement of the numerical schemes used in the NSW
and NSC models, solution of an action balance equation instead of
energy balance to consider wave-current interactions, implementation
of more sophisticated methods for the computation of sediment
transport rates, and inclusion of hard substrates in bed evolution.
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Notation

The following symbols are used in this paper:
A 5 empirical dimensionless parameter (Watanabe

1992)
A� 5 slope of the linear regression line through data

points of Hs and log(Q);
Asr 5 surface roller area;
Ax 5 lateral mixing term in the x-direction;
Ay 5 lateral mixing term in the y-direction;
B 5 y-intercept of the linear regression line through data

points of Hs and log(Q);
C 5 wave celerity;

Cg0 5 deep water wave group celerity;
C0 5 deep water wave celerity;
cf 5 friction coefficient;
Db 5 dissipation rate due to wave breaking;
Dd 5 dissipation term introduced by Mase (2001)
d 5 water depth from mean water level;

d50 5 median grain size diameter;
Esr 5 kinetic energy of the surface roller;
Fx 5 sum of radiation stresses and stresses acting on the

water body due to surface rollers in the x-direction;
Fy 5 sum of radiation stresses and stresses acting on the

water body due to surface rollers in the y-direction;
f 5 wave frequency;
fc 5 current friction factor;
fp 5 peak frequency;
fw 5 wave friction factor;
g 5 gravitational acceleration;
H 5 wave height;
HB 5 depth-limited maximum wave height;

Hrms 5 RMS wave height;
Hrs,0 5 representative deep water significant height;
Hs 5 significant wave height;

Hs,0 5 deep water significant wave height;
h 5 water depth from still water level;
i 5 spatial grid index in the x-direction;
j 5 spatial grid index in the y-direction;

Ksr 5 energy dissipation rate of the surface roller;
k 5 assigned range to compute occurrence probability;
L0 5 deep water wavelength;
m 5 bottom slope;
m0 5 total wave energy density;
Pi 5 occurrence probability of wave with height Hi;
Q 5 cumulative exceedance probability;

qtotal,x 5 total sediment transport rate in bulk volume
including pores per unit longshore distance in
cross-shore direction;

qtotal,y 5 total sediment transport rate in bulk volume
including pores per unit cross-shore distance in
longshore direction;

S 5 directional wave spectral density;
Sxx 5 radiation stress acting in the x-direction along the

x-axis;
Sxy 5 radiation stress acting in the y-direction along the

x-axis;
Syx 5 radiation stress acting in the x-direction along the

y-axis;
Syy 5 radiation stress acting in the y-direction along the

y-axis;
smax 5 spreading parameter;
T 5 wave period;
Ts 5 significant wave period;
Tp 5 peak wave period;
u 5 depth-averaged current velocity in the x-direction;
u0 5 maximum horizontal orbital velocity;
v 5 depth-averaged current velocity in the y-direction;
vx 5 energy flux propagation velocity in the x-direction;
vy 5 energy flux propagation velocity in the y-direction;
vu 5 energy flux propagation velocity in the u-direction;
x 5 cross-shore direction;
y 5 alongshore direction;
z 5 normal direction to the x-y plane;
a 5 energy transfer coefficient;
gb 5 breaker index;
Dt 5 hydrodynamic time step;

Dtm 5 morphological time step;
Dx 5 alongshore grid spacing;
Dy 5 offshore grid spacing;
h 5 change in the mean water elevation;
u 5 approach angle;
u 5 mean approach angle;

ucr 5 critical Shields parameter;
k 5 diffraction intensity parameter;
L 5 empirical turbulent eddy viscosity constant;
m 5 turbulent eddy viscosity;
v 5 kinematic viscosity;
r 5 water density;
rs 5 sediment density;

tb,cw 5 mean bed shear stress underwave-current field over
a wave-cycle;

tc 5 bed shear stress caused by steady current only;
tcr 5 critical bed shear stress required to mobilize the

sediment grains at the sea bed; and
tw,max 5 maximum bed shear stress caused by waves only.
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